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Schoeberlein, Yuhki Tajima, Barbara Walter, and Christoph Zuercher. Special thanks must be extended to James Fearon, who continued to give me advice on how to streamline and simplify the argument long after professional obligations expired. The blunt advice of the anonymous reviewers and series editors at Cambridge University Press is largely responsible for the structure and intellectual coherence of the nal book manuscript.
For most of the data in this book I relied on the goodwill and honesty of former combatants in Tajikistan and Georgia. The work must be dedicated, in large part, to Yuri, Vasha, Samojon, Sergei, and others who made introductions, vouched for my character, and shared dif cult memories. None of their real names appear in this book for human subjects reasons that should be quickly apparent. Key respondents divulged their stories with the expectation that I would write a fair and accurate history. This book represents my best effort to honor their trust. I reserve a different sort of gratitude for the various families that opened their doors to me along the way -people who were not my human subjects, but whose humanity inspired me to try to write a good book about real people. Memories from the eld fade unevenly, but I am always going to wonder what happened to Lira and Jamiliya and Siyl, to Anthony and Nino, to Elizabeth and Katherine, to Bahron and Mahmuba and Ikron and Shodmon. Most of my professional colleagues will recognize that the methods employed in this sort of eldwork are not well-incentivized by the discipline of political science. As such, I am in an unusual sort of debt to David Laitin, whose scholarship and example convinced me that it really was all right, even in security studies, to lean heavily on the kinds of insights that only emerge through years of patient ethnography. That unusual debt extends to Stanford University's Department of Anthropological Sciences, personi ed by "Down Town" Melissa Brown and Kylea Liese. And to Azriel, who was one of the rst to voice her concerns that this book was a thing of evil. (Mine!) I have an enviable rst job. The University of California at San Diego is a wonderful employer. Steph Haggard, Peter Gourevitch, Miles Kahler, and Barbara Walter have all been tremendous professional mentors in different ways. All empowered me, with their scholarship and their gentle advice, to write exactly the book that I did. I have also had the opportunity to teach some of the world's brightest students -some of whom I employed as the book moved toward the nal stages of completion. Elaine Denny provided useful feedback on an early draft of the material related to human subjects and issues of anonymity. Karen Simpson and Megan Becker assisted in the preparation of this manuscript with careful copyediting. Daniel Maliniak created original maps, helped with a few of the gures, and continues to keep me honest with the data. John Porten organized the index.
I wouldn't have made it to Stanford at all if I hadn't met Charles King and Michael Brown just exactly when I did as an undergraduate at Georgetown University. If I wind the clock back further, I nd that it is important that I use this space to thank Penny Johnston and Mark "Mad Dog" Bowman for
